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Abstract

The rising participation of women in paid work has not only heightened demand for universal early education and care programs but also led to increased use of child care amongst children at earlier ages. Prior research investigating Quebec’s universal highly-subsidized child care documented significant declines in a variety of developmental outcomes for all children aged 0-4 years. However, past analysis has not explored whether these effects vary for children of different ages. In this paper, we demonstrate substantial heterogeneity in policy impacts by child age. Children who gain access to subsidized child care at earlier ages experience significantly larger negative impacts on developmental scores, health and behavioral outcomes. The sole exception is the negative relationship between access to subsidized child care and hyperactivity scores which steepens with child age. Our analysis additionally provides significant evidence of treatment effect heterogeneity within ages, and reveals benefits from access to universal child care on developmental scores for those that are above three years of age.
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Executive Summary

The rising participation of women in paid work has not only heightened demand for universal early education and care programs but also led to increased use of child care amongst children at earlier ages. As a result the role of government assistance with childcare has been a topic of great debate prior to many recent provincial elections in Canada, including the 2013 election in British Columbia. Since any universal childcare policy would involve a large financial commitment, a margin by which policymakers can leverage is the age at which children would gain access to these programs. Yet, current debates tend to focus strictly on whether or not these policies should be introduced and do not consider heavily these details.

Although there is much support among parents and advocacy groups who point to the potential benefits of the government developing early education and care policies, the academic literature paints a mixed picture as to whether these policies when introduced have actually improved developmental outcomes. The academic studies evaluate public programs across numerous countries that differ in terms of the age which children are eligible to attend. For example, Germany and Norway's universal child care programs are aimed at 3- to 6-year-olds, Quebec's subsidized child care program targets children between 0 to 4, and both Georgia's prekindergarten initiative and Oklahoma's Early Childhood Program target only children aged four. As Baker (2011) states in his survey "of the academic literature from a developmental perspective...the case for universal early childhood interventions does not have a strong foundation in evidence", suggesting we need to identify if there is an optimal age for children to begin attending child care programs.

This paper presents empirical evidence indicating that the effects of access to universal subsidized child care in Canada on a host of developmental outcomes differ on the basis of child age. This investigation estimates causal impacts by exploiting a natural experiment created from the introduction of Quebec's universal subsidized child care policy. This policy allowed all children aged 0-4 years in the province of Quebec to access provincially subsidized child care at an out of pocket cost of 5 per day (increased to $7 per day in 2004).

There are two main findings from the empirical analysis. First, the authors demonstrate significant heterogeneity in the policy impacts of access to subsidized universal child care on short run child outcomes by child age. The estimates indicate that on average, children who gain access to subsidized child care at earlier ages experience significantly larger negative impacts on motor-social developmental scores, self-reported health status and behavioral outcomes including physical aggression and emotional anxiety. The sole behavioral outcome for which the significant negative relationship steepens with child age, is that between access to subsidized child care and hyperactivity and inattention scores. Interestingly, for children aged 3 and 4 years, the authors do not find any evidence that access to child care leads to lower developmental scores. Further, for children aged 4, hyperactivity and inattention scores comprise the only behavioral outcome that has a significant association with access to
child care. This set of results indicates that younger children are driving many of the estimated effects reported in the policy evaluation conducted by Baker, Gruber, and Milligan (2008) and Kottelenberg and Lehrer (2013).

Second, the authors conduct a distributional analysis examining how the effects of the policy vary across the age-specific unconditional distribution of motor-social development scores. This analysis reveals significant evidence of treatment effect heterogeneity within ages. For children 0 to 2 years old, we find evidence that child care leads to declines in motor social development scores throughout the distribution. In contrast, we find benefits from access to universal child care on developmental scores among three year olds, with the largest of these effects for children in the lower percentiles of the distribution. This result suggests that access to subsidized child care at 3 years of age may help the most disadvantaged and is consistent with evidence from numerous studies including those evaluating the The HighScope Perry Preschool Project, a well-studied program that offered preschool to disadvantaged children at ages 3 and 4.

Taken together, the evidence presented can be interpreted as suggesting societal benefits could be enriched from policies that target early education and care programs to those that would appear to benefit most, rather than making these programs universal. Further, the authors conclude that much of the conflicting results in the academic literature on the impacts of universal child care may not be due to differences in provision of early education and care, but rather due to the ages at which children are eligible to attend these programs across countries.

Finally, the authors suggest that to better inform policy debates, future research is needed in two specific directions. Study is needed to determine benefits would be derived from using age segregation in early child education and care policies. At present, there is little research examining whether child care workers are better able to meet the needs of children within a group composed of infants, toddlers and preschoolers versus one segregated by age. Further, since the production of human capital is a cumulative process, we believe more work is needed to explore differences in the timing at which treatments are received and investments are made, and how they interact with child characteristics. That is, do the gaps from having access to subsidized child care persist over time, and additionally examine whether the length of attendance affects subsequent development.
1 Introduction

Faced with both parental demand for government assistance due to the rising costs of child care and a growing body of evidence demonstrating benefits of early education, politicians are increasingly debating whether to introduce universal programs that either subsidize or publicly provide child care. These debates are often not well informed by the small but growing academic literature on the effectiveness of these policies with regard to developmental outcomes (see Baker (2011) for the most detailed review of that literature) and face two challenges.\(^1\) First, the distinctions between preschool, child care and early childhood education remain somewhat opaque. Second, many public programs across countries differ in terms of the age which children are eligible to attend. For example, Germany and Norway’s universal child care programs are aimed at 3- to 6-year-olds, Quebec’s subsidized child care program targets children between 0 to 4, and both Georgia’s prekindergarten initiative and Oklahoma’s Early Childhood Program target only children aged four. As Baker (2011) states in his survey “from a developmental perspective...the case for universal early childhood interventions does not have a strong foundation in evidence”, suggesting we need to identify if there is an optimal age for children to begin attending child care programs.

This paper aims to shed light on the second challenge evaluating whether the effects of the introduction of Quebec’s universal subsidized child care policy on short-run developmental outcomes varied by the child age. This policy allowed all children aged 0-4 years in the province of Quebec to access provincially subsidized child care at an out of pocket cost of $7 per day. In the first formal evaluation of this policy, Baker et al. (2008) present evidence of significant negative effects on a range of non-cognitive child and family outcomes.\(^2\) We extend that study by re-estimating the mean impacts of the policy on subsamples defined by child age and extend the work of Kottelenberg and Lehrer (2013b) by estimating age-specific

\(^1\)For a detailed review of the broader economics literature on early education and care programs or on early childhood development respectively please see Blau and Currie (2007) or Almond and Currie (2011).

\(^2\)The main findings of a large increase in maternal labour supply were also found in Lefebvre and Merrigan (2009) and both Haeck et al. (2012) and Kottelenberg and Lehrer (2013a) who used additional data further from the timing of the reform. Kottelenberg and Lehrer (2013b) is the sole study that estimated distributional effects of this policy.
distributional impacts of the policy on motor and social development scores. If there is a systematic pattern in the estimated policy effects by age, this research may provide some insight into the most desirable age at which the government can begin providing support to move a child into non-parental care.

The idea that early education initiatives may have differential effects based on child age and the duration of child care use has been investigated in a number of studies in the developmental psychology literature including Haskins (1985), Baydar and Brooks-Gunn (1991), Vliestra (1981) and Belsky et al. (2001). These studies reach conflicting findings and tend to report associations. Currently, only a small body of research focuses on identifying the causal impact of early education and care by age. Behrman et al. (2004) and Berlinksy et al. (2008) report on the effects of preschool programs in Bolivia and Uruguay respectively. These authors found that child care attendance lasting at least 7 months boosts child developmental outcomes. However, the evidence in these studies diverge on whether there are statistically significant effects on the intensive margin.

Our empirical analysis has two main findings. First, we demonstrate significant heterogeneity in the policy impacts of access to subsidized universal child care on short run child outcomes by child age. Our estimates indicate that on average, children who gain access to subsidized child care at earlier ages experience significantly larger negative impacts on motor-social developmental scores, self reported health status and behavioral outcomes including physical aggression and emotional anxiety. The sole behavioral outcome for which the significant negative relationship steepens with child age, is that between access to subsidized child care and hyperactivity and inattention scores. Interestingly, for children aged 3 and 4 years, we do not find any evidence that access to child care leads to lower developmental scores. Further, for children aged 4, hyperactivity and inattention scores comprise the only behavioral outcome that has a significant association with access to child care. This set of results indicates that younger children are driving many of the estimated effects reported

3For example, Loeb et al. (2007) conclude that i) the negative effects on behavior from attending child care are greater the younger the starting age, and ii) the strength of the association between center-based care and performance on reading and math tests is inverse U shaped, peaking for those who start at age 2 or 3.
in Baker et al. (2008).

Second, we conduct a distributional analysis examining how the effects of the policy vary across the age-specific unconditional distribution of motor-social development scores. This analysis reveals significant evidence of treatment effect heterogeneity within ages. For children 0 to 2 years old, we find evidence that child care leads to declines in motor social development scores throughout the distribution. In contrast, we find benefits from access to universal child care on developmental scores among three year olds, with the largest of these effects for children in the lower percentiles of the distribution. This result suggests that access to subsidized child care at 3 years of age may help the most disadvantaged and is consistent with evidence from numerous studies including those evaluating the Perry preschool program. Last, we demonstrate that the full set of distributional results at each age is robust to re-weighting the distribution to account for the changing composition of children that attend child care post policy introduction.

This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we provide a brief description of both the policy that introduced universal subsidized child care in Quebec and the data used in our analyses. The empirical strategies utilized to recover mean and distributional treatment effect estimates are described in section 3. Our main empirical results are presented in section 4. In a concluding section, our main finding of significant age differences in the estimated policy effects is summarized, broad implications for child care policy debates are discussed, and directions for future research are suggested.

2 Data and Policy Setting

Quebec’s Family Policy was put in place in 1997. It comprised multiple measures ranging from an integrated child allowance to enhanced maternity and parental leave and subsidized early childhood education and child care services. Through this policy, the province transformed the delivery of child care services from non-profit day-care centres and home agencies to a network of child care centres for children aged four years and younger. These centres offer low-cost care and are no cost for parents who receive social assistance. The policy also introduced a number of regulations governing the physical layout of child care centers as well
as educational support and staff training.

To evaluate the effects of this policy on a variety of outcomes, earlier studies including Baker et al. (2008), Lefebvre and Merrigan (2008), Haeck et al. (2012) and Kottelenberg and Lehrer (2013ab) use data from Canada’s National Longitudinal Survey of Children and Youth (NLSCY). In 1994-95 the first NLSCY survey was conducted with over 15,000 children under the age of 12 years sampled from Canada’s ten provinces. Until 2008-2009, follow up surveys were conducted with these children on a biannual basis. During each follow-up a new cohort of children aged 0-1 were added to the survey. In this study, we follow the same sample restrictions used in Baker et al. (2008) and only include children from two-parent families.

The NLSCY contains both child developmental scores and extensive questions relating to child care usage, parental labour supply, and other demographic characteristics. This provides the opportunity to understand the effects of child care policy on a variety of childhood development and behavior indicators. Our main interest will be on the total score obtained in the Motor and Social Development Section of the Child’s Questionnaire. This section comprises a set of 15 questions asked of the primary care givers about children in the 0 to 3 age group. The questions vary by child age and ask the person most knowledgeable (PMK) about the child whether or not a child is able to perform a specific task. The scale has also been used in collections of the National Longitudinal Survey of Youth in the United States.

---

4 Children of full time members of the Canadian Armed Forces and those living on Aboriginal reserves were excluded from the sampling frame. These exclusions represent about 2% of the Canadian population.

5 As discussed in Kottelenberg and Lehrer (2013a) such a restriction eliminates issues connected to other pre-policy subsidization, which was much higher for single parent families, and also isolates an appropriate comparison group not affected by changes in other policies during the course of the study, such as paternity leave regulations. While such a limitation reduces the reach of this study, the two-parent family remains a key focus of the universal child care debate, which is most concern with extending subsidized access to child care where it is not already available, as it is for many single-parent families.

6 One may worry that by maturity, older children will be able to do more tasks. Thus, standardized scores by age of child in months are calculated. That is, each child is assigned a standard score so that the mean MSD score was 100 and the standard deviation was 15 for all 1 month age groups. Therefore children who are 0 months old will have an average MSD score of 100, children who are 1 month old will have an average MSD score of 100, ..., children 47 months old will have an average MSD score of 100.
and in recent versions of the National Child Development Survey in England. In addition, we will explore the effects of the policy on scores on the revised Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test (PPVT) that was taken by children aged 4 years.

The NLSCY contains a series of child behavioral scores. These measure levels of hyperactivity, anxiety, physical aggression and opposition and are obtained for children who are at least 2 years of age. These measures were collected by Statistics Canada interviewers in face-to-face interviews lasting one to two hours. The interviewers administer a standardized questionnaire to the PMK about the child (the biological mother in 89.9% of cases). For example, the Hyperactivity/Inattention Subscale ranges from 0 to 16 on the basis of answers to 8 questions (can’t sit still, is easily distracted, can’t concentrate or pay attention, can’t settle for long, is inattentive, fidgets, or acts impulsive) that are each scored as 0 (not true), 1 (sometimes true) or 2 (often true). We will treat these indices as a continuous scale in the analysis. The PMK about the child also provides information about the child’s health status and recent specific illnesses.

The quality of data collected in survey research is usually indicated by the response rate, the representativeness of the sample, and the rate of completed questions. In these areas NLSCY data meets a high bar and internal studies Statistics Canada conducted have shown that many summary statistics match fairly well with other cross sectional surveys conducted by this agency. Across cycles of the NLSCY, the cross-sectional response rate hovered between 85-93% in each province. Statistics Canada reports that in the second cycle of the NLSCY out of the 24,692 PMKs a valid answer was obtained for more than 90% of questions submitted. Each behavioral outcome utilized in the study had a Cronbachs alpha coefficients as follows: anxiety 0.59, hyperactivity 0.80, aggression 0.75 and prosocial behaviours 0.85 in cycle 1 (Statistics Canada, 1998), indicating a high degree of reliability.

Last, we would not expect there to be any measurement error in any of the outcome variables considered to have a different time trend in Quebec than the rest of Canada. Thus, there should be little bias, if any, and if measurement error in the dependent variable exists it would only bias our estimates towards statistical insignificance, strengthening our confidence in any finding.

Table 1 presents summary statistics on the use of child care, maternal employment, and
the outcome variables discussed above. We report mean and standard deviations of these variables for samples split by child age, geographic region (Quebec and the rest of Canada), and time in reference to the implementation of the policy. Table 1 reveals patterns in maternal work and child care use that are consistent in both Quebec and the rest of Canada. Our analysis illustrates that many mothers elect to remain out of the work force when their child is under a year old, likely reintegrating themselves in to the work force after their child’s first year. In pre-policy Quebec only 37.5 percent of all mothers work while their children are less than a year old while 57.4 percent of all mothers work when their children are a year old. At subsequent child age sub-samples the proportion of mothers working remains relatively steady. After the policy this pattern remains true, although Table 1 illustrates an overall increase in mothers working at all child ages.

Table 1 also not surprisingly shows that the use of child care follows a similar pattern. Across the child age categories we see a large increase in the proportion of children using child care from less than a year to a year old, while usage rates remain relatively stable for parents with older children. Another trend worth noting is that the composition of the care location shifts heavily toward centre-based care. This is most notable for early age groups where traditionally child care was in one’s own home or in another’s home. Finally, this data also reveals a relative comparability of children in Quebec and rest of Canada prior to the introduction of the policy: for most ages, the levels of MSD score, PPVT, and child health are very similar.

In Table 2 we present the mean and standard deviation for select family characteristics, broken down by child age, time and geographic region. As expected many family characteristics are relatively stable across child age groups. For example, there appears to be very little difference in the number of families residing in large cities across child age. It should be noted, however, that as children grow older they tend to have more total siblings. At least in part, siblings serve as competition for resources in the home environment. Since younger children are less likely to have as many siblings as their older counterparts the relative change in resources from moving from parental care may to some form of child care may, on average, vary across child age. Further in the next section, we formally examine these family characteristics to establish comparability between Quebec and the rest of Canada.
3 Empirical Strategy

We begin by following Baker et al. (2008) who use a linear difference-in-difference research design where the treatment groups include cohorts of children in Quebec and the comparison groups include children of the same age in the rest of Canada and observations are made before and after the reform. This leads to the following estimating equation

\[ Y_{ipt} = \beta_0 + \delta' Policy_{ipt} + \beta_2' PROV_p + \beta_3' YEAR_t + \beta_4' X_{ipt} + \varepsilon_{ipt} \]  

(1)

where \( Y \) denotes the outcome of interest and the subscripts \( i, p, \) and \( t \) index individual, province, and year respectively. The covariates contained in the matrix \( X \) encompass a set of controls for child, parent, family, and geographic characteristics and are identical to those used in Baker at al. (2008). The terms \( PROV \) and \( YEAR \) are respectively province and time fixed effects, and the \( Policy \) variable is an interaction between the indicator for living in Quebec after the Quebec Family Policy was introduced. Our focus is on the estimates of the policy effect \( \delta \), which can be interpreted as the average causal effect of having access to universally subsidized child care. Following evidence from a growing literature on inference in linear difference-in-difference estimators, we cluster our standard errors at the province-cycle level, which is the preferred method when you have more than 50 clusters as in this study. In addition, we correct the statistical inference procedure to account for multiple correlated outcomes.\(^7\)

The validity of a linear difference-in-difference estimator to recover this causal parameter relies on the maintenance of three key assumptions: common support, common trend, and the absence of anticipation effects. The assumption of common support requires that there are no significant differences in the demographics between Quebec and the rest of Canada that could result in a major response difference to a policy of this kind. Ex ante, it appears plausible that there would not be any specific age at which systematic differences in the observed and unobserved characteristics of individuals living in Quebec from those living

---

\(^7\)That is, since we are investigating the effects of access to child care on a host of developmental outcomes, we ensure that the probability of a false rejection (Type I error) does not increase as additional outcomes are added. See Kottelenberg and Lehrer (2013a) for more details on using this correction in evaluating the Quebec Family policy.
in other provinces would emerge. To formally test this assumption, we first conducted simple hypothesis tests of differences in the pre-policy means between Quebec and the rest of Canada that were presented in Table 2. For each child age group, the majority of the variables including parental education do not significantly differ between regions. However, there are significantly higher levels of urban dwellers and a smaller fraction of immigrants residing in Quebec. Thus, we ensure to control for these factors in our estimation to reduce any bias from these potential confounders. Second, we estimated a variant of equation 1 with demographic variables as the outcome to ensure that there are no significantly different shifts in characteristics across regions in Canada that may confound the observed changes in the children outcomes. Our results indicate that the majority of variables do not have a significant link to residing in Quebec post-policy. We do find higher growth in both the share of children of immigrants relative to natives and urban living in the post-policy Quebec relative to changes in the other Canadian provinces. Although immigrant populations are on average linked to lower developmental concerns, we have few concerns since while this differential trend is observed across all age groups, we do find differential policy effects by child age. We suggest, as do previous studies evaluating this policy including Baker et al (2008), Lefebvre and Merrigan (2008), and Lefebvre, Merrigan, and Roy-Desrosiers (2011), that using the rest of Canada as a comparison group should not be problematic provided we condition for these variables.

In figure 1 we present graphical evidence to illustrate the plausibility of the common trend assumption. This assumption requires that the slopes of each line between cycles 1 and 2 are similar between Quebec and the rest of Canada. Statistical tests using multivariate regression models of this assumption were conducted and generally support this assumption. Further, in the cases where there are failures of common trend assumption at the 5% significance level, the direction of the failure would lead us to underestimate the causal effect of the policy. Thus, the few differential trends occurring prior to the policy would strengthen any of our estimates of equation 1. Last, this set of figures rule out evidence of any anticipation effects.

To move beyond estimating the mean effects of access to subsidized child care, we use the Athey and Imbens (2006) change-in-change estimator, allowing us to identify treatment
effects at specific percentiles of the motor social developmental score distribution.\(^8\) The change-in-change estimator does not make any assumptions on the test score production function (i.e. the additively separable property between observed and unobserved inputs) nor require that province and time effects are constant across individuals.

To provide intuition for how this method recovers distributional effects, we denote the CDF of motor social developmental score \((Y)\) by \(F_{Y\cdot}\), for the pre \((t = 0)\) and post \((t = 1)\) policy periods from the comparison \((g = 0)\) and treatment \((g = 1)\) provinces. The treatment is operation in Quebec when \(t = 1\) and \(g = 1\). Treatment effects are obtained by comparing the actual observed to the counterfactual CDF for the \(t = 1\) and \(g = 1\) sample. Thus, we need to construct a counterfactual distribution, \(F_{Y\cdot\text{cf}}\). Athey and Imbens (2006) propose to non-parametrically estimate \(F_{Y\cdot\text{cf}}\) from the empirical cumulative distribution functions in the other periods and provinces. That is for a specific percentile outcome of \(F_{Y\cdot\text{cf}}\) can be identified by

\[
F_{Y\cdot\text{cf}}^{-1}(\tau) = F_{Y10}^{-1}(F_{Y00}(F_{Y\cdot\text{cf}}^{-1}(\tau)))
\]

where \(\tau\) denotes the percentile of interest. The percentile specific treatment effect \(\Delta y(\tau)\) is then calculated by

\[
\Delta y(\tau) = F_{Y11}^{-1}(\tau) - F_{Y\cdot\text{cf}}^{-1}(\tau)
\]

which in our context can be interpreted as the policy impact on development scores for children at the \(\tau^{th}\) percentile in the original outcome distribution.

To provide some intuition for the steps used to estimate distributional policy effects, this method assumes that within the same time period, the same realization of \(Y\) corresponds to a specific realization of unobserved factors, regardless of the group / province. In other words, there is assumed to be a one-to-one correspondence between the percentiles of the CDF and unobserved factors in each period. To calculate the counterfactual outcome, the point on \(F_{Y\cdot\text{cf}}^{-1}\) at that specific percentile \(\tau\), we add a time effect to \(F_{Y10}(\tau)\), the pre-policy outcome in the treatment group at \(\tau\). The time effect for that level of unobserved factors is backed out from comparing the percentile functions of \(F_{Y01}\) and \(F_{Y00}\) at that percentile of \(y\).\(^9\)

---

\(^8\)See also Havnes and Mogstad (2012) who use several strategies to identify distributional effects of a Norwegian reform that made child care provision universal.

\(^9\)Formally, the first transformation in equation 2 \(F_{Y00}(F_{Y\cdot\text{cf}}^{-1}(\tau))\), provides us an estimate of the time effect
Following a large increase in child care use it is plausible that there would be a dramatic shift in the type of child using child care relative to the rest of Canada. The inflow of relative dissimilar children into Quebec care would threaten the relevancy of a comparison with the rest of Canada. To remove differences in composition, we reweight our change-in-change estimates to balance observed covariates between those who accessed child care and those who did not. To accomplish this we follow Hirano et al. (2003) and first estimate the following equation using a series logit estimator

\[ C_{care,ipt} = I(\gamma_0 + \gamma_1 PROV_p + \gamma_2 YEAR_t + \gamma_3 X_{ipt} + u_{ipt} > 0) \] (4)

where \( C_{care} \) is an indicator for being in child care and \( X_{ipt} \) extends those in equation (1) containing both the full set of covariates in Baker et al. (2008) and their interactions.\(^{10}\) Using the estimated coefficients from equation (4), the predicted probabilities of child care use, \( (p(X_i)) \), are then calculated for each individual. We next use these predicted probabilities to reweight the CDFs with the following estimated weights for each individual, \( W_i = \sqrt{\frac{C_{care,ipt}}{p(X_i)}} + \frac{1 - C_{care,ipt}}{1-p(X_i)}. \) This method allows us to relax parametric assumptions in producing distributions of both developmental scores where the observed covariates are balanced for those who attend childcare and those who not. Last, we follow Kottelenberg and Lehrer (2013b) who use Fisher’s Exact Test to conduct statistical inference at each percentile since it has been shown to have greater statistical power.

There are alternatives to recover distributional impacts such as the recentered influence function estimator proposed by Firpo et al. (2009) that could identify, among other statistics of interest, the unconditional partial effects of a covariate. This estimator recovers the effect of a counterfactual change in the marginal distribution of a single covariate on the at percentile \( \tau \). The second transformation \( F_{Y_{10}}^{-1} \) in equation 2 adds this time effect to a person with the same value of the outcome variable in \( F_{Y_{10}} \) but remember they may correspond to a different unobserved factor than in \( F_{Y_{00}} \). Thus, we are saying that individuals in the treated place with a particular outcome at different points in time would be expected to experience the same time effect if the treatment was not offered. Any difference is due to the treatment. Identification of causal effects relies only on an assumption of strict monotonicity in the effects of unobserved characteristics on outcomes, a time invariance condition and that there is some overlap in the support of the unobserved factors between the treated and control.

\(^{10}\)Note that the results presented in the next section are robust to using both parametric probit and logit estimators that do not include the set of covariate interactions.
unconditional distribution of an outcome variable of interest. Thus, it recovers a different effect than the change in change estimator described by equation 3, since it does not compare the actual versus the estimated counterfactual outcome distribution. Further, Rothe (2012) proves that the unconditional partial effect recovered by this alternative estimator is point identified only when the covariate affected by the counterfactual change is continuously distributed. In our context, the variable of interest is the policy term which enters the estimating equation as an interaction of two discrete regressors. Rothe (2012) shows that when the distribution of the variable of interest is discrete then the unconditional partial effects are only partially identified. The complication preventing point identification arises since the rank of an individual in the respective unconditional distribution is interval censored and is not uniquely determined by the data.

4 Results

Table 3 presents estimates of the policy effect from equation (1) on subsamples defined on the basis of the age of the child. There are gains in maternal labour supply at all child ages, and these gains do not appear monotonic. Among mothers who work, the increase gain in child care use after the policy is similar irrespective of child age from 1 years of age onwards. There is a significant increase in child care among working mothers from ages 1-3 years only. The increased use of child care is driven by enrollment at centre based care. This is somewhat surprising since surveys have shown that half of all Quebec parents express a preference for child care take place in the childs home for children under the age of 2.\textsuperscript{11} This is likely because the majority of child care spaces formed after the policy were in center based care.

While the gains in child care usage were somewhat similar for children aged 1-4 after the policy was implemented, there are striking differential consequences on developmental outcomes by age shown in the lower panel of Table 3. For nearly every developmental outcomes...
outcome, there are larger negative effects for children who attended child care earlier in the lifecycle. Newborn children experience large declines in motor social developments scores once access to universal subsidized care is made available. The magnitude of these intent-to-treat estimates falls by approximately 50% among 1 and 2 year olds. For children who are 3 or 4 there is no significant relationship between access to universal child care and either MSD or PPVT scores. A similar time varying pattern is observed for “Child in Excellent Health”; there is a large and statistically negative intent to treat for newborn children, the magnitude of the effect is cut in half for children between 1 to 3 years, and the effect becomes statistically insignificant for children 4 years of age.

For all behavioral indices with the exception of the hyperactivity and inattention score, we also find negative relationships on these outcomes that diminish in magnitude and statistical significance with child age. The positive effect of access to subsidized care on physical aggression and emotional anxiety falls by over 65 percent and 30 percent respectively between 2 and 3 years. The policy only leads to a significant increase in separation anxiety for 3 year olds. Among 4 year olds, as noted, the intent to treat leads to a statistically significant increase on the hyperactivity and inattention score. Since the standard errors reported in Table 3 correct for multiple inference, this result is unlikely to be a false negative. Access to subsidized child care does not have a significant link to hyperactivity and inattention scores among 2 year olds. These results suggest that on average, the introduction of the policy had a heterogeneous influence on the development of differently aged children. At no age, did the policy have a significant and positive average effect on any of the measured contemporaneous child outcomes.

Figure 2 presents unweighted change in change estimates of the policy on MSD scores by child age. Each graph presents the estimated policy effect at each percentile in MSD score. Among these quantile specific effects those marked by a closed circle differ significantly from zero. Similarly, open circles note quantile specific effects that are statistically different from the mean effect for the given sub-sample.\textsuperscript{12} In each graph in Figure 2, we observe a handful

\textsuperscript{12}The change-in-change model calculates a mean effect directly from a comparison of the data and the computed counterfactual. This effect is very similar to that estimated by standard difference-in-difference model.
of open circles providing evidence of significant treatment effect heterogeneity. In addition, for children aged 0 to 2 we observe that all of the closed circles fall below the line, indicating that there are numerous percentiles of the MSD distribution where access to child care led to a significant decline in performance. Interestingly, for children aged 3, we observe that the policy had a positive effect on MSD performance for children; many of these percentile effects are statistically different from zero.

This last result is the first and only finding in this paper indicating that the introduction of the Quebec Family policy led to improvements on a developmental outcome. As the largest of these effects takes place in the bottom half of the distribution, this result also suggests that access to subsidized child care at 3 years of age may help the most disadvantaged children. This result is consistent with evidence from numerous studies including those evaluating the Perry preschool program. The Perry program was only offered to children aged 3 or 4, and this timing may have contributed to the program’s success.

Rank preservation between the cumulative distribution function is a strong assumption underlying this analysis since it requires that the rank of the potential outcome for a given individual would be the same living in Quebec as living in the rest of Canada. To examine the plausibility of this assumption we follow Kottelenberg and Lehrer (2013b) who use the test procedure outlined in Bitler et al. (2008) to see if there are significant differences in the distributions of demographic characteristics between regions. If the distributions vary significantly then there would be evidence against rank preservation. Our evidence (available from the authors upon request) show that the distributions of observable characteristics in all ranges of the distribution do not vary significantly indicating that rank preservation is a plausible identifying assumption in this application.

Since Table 3 documented large changes in the number of children attending child care after the policy, it is possible the heterogeneity is influenced by the changing composition of children who are attending child care in Quebec. Further motivation is provided by the instrumental variables estimates presented in Kottelenberg and Lehrer (2013a) show large negative average effect of child care on developmental outcome for those whose child care attendance complied with the policy.

---

13Further motivation is provided by the instrumental variables estimates presented in Kottelenberg and Lehrer (2013a) show large negative average effect of child care on developmental outcome for those whose child care attendance complied with the policy.
those who gained access to child care as discussed in Section 3. The results using reweighted CDFs in conducting the change in change analysis are provided in Figure 3. Notice there are very few and quite minor differences in the shape of the percentile policy effect estimates presented between Figures 2 and 3. By ensuring that the covariates are balanced between those that attend and do not attend child care across geographic region and time, this additional analysis indicates that the distributional effects of the policy at each age are robust to reweighting the distribution to account for the changing composition of children that attend child care once the policy was introduced.

5 Concluding Discussion and Directions for Further Research

In this study, we present evidence that the effects of access to universal subsidized child care in Canada on a host of developmental outcomes differ on the basis of child age. Children who gain access to subsidized child care at earlier ages experience significantly larger negative impacts on motor-social developmental scores, self reported health status and behavioral outcomes including physical aggression and emotional anxiety. Among children aged 3 and 4 years, we do not find any evidence that access to child care leads to lower developmental scores. Our analysis additionally reveals significant evidence of treatment effect heterogeneity within ages and indicates benefits from access to universal child care on developmental scores for those that are three years of age.

These results suggest that many of the estimated effects reported in Baker et al. (2008) and Kottelenberg and Lehrer (2013a) are driven by children aged 0-2 years. As such, we believe that debates on provision of public child care should also explicitly consider differential effects based on age of attendance. Our distributional results finding positive effects in the lower tail appear consistent with evidence from The HighScope Perry Preschool Project, a well-studied program that offered preschool to disadvantaged children at ages 3 and 4. Our evidence can be interpreted as suggesting societal benefits could be enriched from policies that target early education and care programs to those that would appear to benefit most,
rather than making these programs universal.

There are many potential pathways which could explain the findings that child age significantly influences the impact of child care on developmental outcomes including: the quantity and quality of day-care, child’s home background, child and parent’s temperament. Yet the findings that behavioral problems are more likely to develop the younger the child is placed in day care are consistent with a large body of research from other fields including Haskins (1985), Baydar and Brooks-Gunn (1991), Vliestra (1981) and Belsky (2001).\footnote{Several of these studies postulate that the pathway through which child care attendance may be more beneficial for older children is either by improving peer relations. Other studies suggest the negative developmental consequences for younger children are due to having exposure to multiple care givers leading to behavioral anomalies. We discuss this issue further below in the context of our results suggesting the need for further research to determine if there is an optimal age organization of children in a child care center.} A potential explanation is provided in the scientific literature surveyed in Bradley and Vandell (2007). These authors report that children in child care are at elevated risk of increased cortisol secretions, a hormone associated with stress, if they begin care earlier in life and are in care 30 or hours a week.\footnote{More compelling evidence of this pathway can be found in the Vermeer and van Ijzendoorn (2006) meta-analysis, which concludes that day-care children displayed higher cortisol levels compared to home settings, especially for children younger than 36 months. A particular interesting finding further supporting this hypothesis is from Tout et al. (1998) who report that cortisol levels for 81% of children in a full-day, center-based care rose from morning to afternoon, a reverse of the expected circadian decrease across the day.} Increased cortisol secretions have been repeatedly shown to influence brain functioning and lead to poor health and stress-related behavioral problems. Thus, we hypothesize that the quality of the day-care environment may be quite stressful for younger children.\footnote{We further speculate that this stress would be higher in child care centers where children of different ages are mixed. The form of stream we envision is similar in spirit to that which underlies the practice of academic redshirting (e.g. Datar (2006)). Academic redshirting is the practice of postponing entrance into kindergarten of age-eligible children in order to allow extra time for socioemotional, intellectual, or physical growth.} Unfortunately, the NLSCY data does not contain biological measures allowing us to explore this mechanism further and also has the limitation of treating child care as a homogeneous good.

A shortcoming of the NLSCY data is that it does not provide any information on the
quality of child care and we treat the measure as a homogenous good throughout our analysis. Future work is needed to understand to what extent does the heterogeneity in the estimated impacts of childcare on developmental outcomes in the literature can be explained by not just differences in childcare quality, but also differences in activities and differences in educational ambitions. Indeed examining policy debates across countries indicates substantial heterogeneity in perceptions about children, childhood and the purposes of early learning and child care. These differences not only change the goals that childcare providers should meet across countries but likely produce significant variations in ideas about what is childcare quality. Thus, we hope that future research will not simply focus on a non-universally agreed upon definition of childcare quality but will exploit the variation across sites in the components of how childcare are designed and delivered.

To better inform policy debates, future research is also needed to understand if the gaps from having access to subsidized child care persist over time, and additionally examine whether the length of attendance affects subsequent development. Implicit in the Cunha and Heckman (2007) multi-period model of human capital formation, is the notion that investments during different periods of childhood are complements in the production of human capital. However, past work including Cunha et al. (2010) has not broken down the early childhood period into age intervals such as those from newborn (ages 0–4 weeks), to infant (ages 4 weeks – 1 year), to toddler (ages 1–3 years), and to preschooler (ages 4–5

\footnote{An established view among child care researchers is that higher-quality care is associated with better developmental outcomes, and lower-quality care with poorer developmental outcomes. It may be the case that the quality of care has improved over time and that different sources of childcare provision are more effective at certain ages. Table 1 presents some information that there is no clear change in sorting of children to type of childcare provider and it is worth pointing out that following the policy being introduced the source of childcare provision in Quebec has shifted towards center-based care, which prior research (e.g. NICHD-ECCRN, 2004) associates with better developmental outcomes.}

\footnote{Related, there is mixed evidence whether there are static complimentarities between home investments and early education and care program. For example, Gelber and Isen (2011) present evidence that the introduction of Head Start led to complimentary investments by parents, whereas Kottelenberg and Lehrer (2013b) show that the introduction of the Quebec Family policy led many parents to reduce their investments into their children.}
Scientific research has shown that these distinctions may be important in terms of brain development, because the first year is a critical period of development for visual and speech capacities, whereas the second and third years involve more development in the areas of coordination, speech recognition, and speech production. Since the production of human capital is a cumulative process, we believe more work is needed to explore differences in the timing at which treatments are received and investments are made, and how they interact with child characteristics.

The results of this study point to two additional issues that require further investigation. First, future research is needed to understand the extent to which heterogeneity in the findings on the effectiveness of universal child care policies summarized in Baker (2011) are due to differences in child age across the studies. Our findings that there are no significant negative effects of child care for relatively older children is consistent with Felfe et al. (2012), Berlinski et al. (2008, 2009), Gormley and Gayer (2005) and Havnes and Mogstad (2011) who each studied programs that granted access to children who were at least three years of age or more. The negative overall effects in Baker et al. (2008) and Datta Gutta and Simonsen (2011) may be due to the availability of universal child care to younger children. Thus, the conflicting results in the academic literature on the impacts of universal child care may not be due to differences in provision of early education and care, but rather due to the

19 Many organizations including Zero to Three and the World Association for Infant Mental Health use the term infant as a broad category to include children from birth to age 3.

20 The idea that child care has differential effects on the trajectory of child development has a growing evidence base indicating that the contextual adversity of the child care environment (i.e., low-quality vs. high-quality care) interacts with the child’s characteristics (e.g. Belsky and Phuess (2009), Phillips et al. (2011) and Ellis et al. (2011) among others). Further, this research suggests that the response by the same child will vary substantially if they face a positive or negative environment. The developmental responses to the environmental conditions a child faces have been shown to affect outcomes into early adolescence. This reinforces the point made in the last paragraph that as the evidence base develops, targeting may maximize the return on and early education and care investment.

21 In contrast, there is no heterogeneity in the estimated policy effects from studies evaluating legislative reforms mandating increased length of leave for new parents on child development outcomes across studies exploiting reforms in Canada, Denmark, Germany, and Sweden. All of these studies find no significant effects on child developmental outcomes, making the puzzle of why there are such striking differences in the effects of early education and care programs important to disentangle.
ages at which children are eligible to attend these programs across countries.

Second, our results also suggest that additional study is needed to determine if benefits would be derived from using age segregation in early child education and care policies. In Denmark, all children are guaranteed a child care place from age 26 weeks to when they start school, at six years of age. Younger children aged 0-3 years are placed in “Vuggestue”, or nurseries, whereas between three and six years, children go to kindergarten. There is little research examining whether child care workers are better able to meet the needs of children within a group composed of infants, toddlers and preschoolers versus one segregated by age. Opponents of age-grouping argue that the caregiving required for infants is fairly similar from one to the next, and their care is more manageable in an age-segregated grouping. Indeed, Goelman et al (2000) present a negative association between the presence of children under the age of 18 months in family child care settings on the overall quality of the care provided. Proponents of multi-age programs argue there are benefits for young children from continuity with their educators throughout the preschool years, a claim that also lacks an evidence base. Additionally, we do not know which of these child care environments better fosters a child’s ability to make friends, behave cooperatively, and generally ‘get on’ with others, and if fostering these abilities depends on the child’s relative age within the group. While there is a large literature in education examining the effects of age structure within school (i.e. age segregation versus age mixing), little is known about these issues in the early childhood education context. We believe these topics present an agenda for future research that can

---

22 There has been substantial debate historically on this issue among educators. Varga (1997) summarizes how in the Canadian province of Ontario there was a shift from multi-age to age segregated groupings in child care between 1900 to 1980. This trend has reversed over the last twenty years and most child care centers possess multi-age groupings in Canada.

23 Anecdotal evidence indicates that many family child care providers refuse to include infants in multi-aged groups. In response, the Québec government has offered increased financial incentives to family child care providers who look after infants since subsidized child care has been made available. Many providers argue that the additional incentive which amounts to $2.00 per child is insufficient.

24 See Veenman (1995) or Little (1995) for reviews of that literature. Mason and Burns (1997) criticize the review since many of the studies summarized within failed to address sorting of pupils and teachers into combination classes. Economists have looked at a related topic of class composition in the peer effects literature (e.g. Hoxby (2000) and Lavy and Schlosser (2011)) as well as age structure in grade combined...
better inform child care policy debates.
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### Table 1: Summary Statistics by Age

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age 0</th>
<th>Age 1</th>
<th>Age 2</th>
<th>Age 3</th>
<th>Age 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Quebec</td>
<td>Other Prov.</td>
<td>Quebec</td>
<td>Other Prov.</td>
<td>Quebec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRE</td>
<td>POST</td>
<td>PRE</td>
<td>POST</td>
<td>PRE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mother Working</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.375</td>
<td>0.533</td>
<td>0.490</td>
<td>0.539</td>
<td>0.574</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.485)</td>
<td>(0.499)</td>
<td>(0.5)</td>
<td>(0.499)</td>
<td>(0.495)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Child in Care</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.212</td>
<td>0.354</td>
<td>0.253</td>
<td>0.263</td>
<td>0.479</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.409)</td>
<td>(0.479)</td>
<td>(0.435)</td>
<td>(0.441)</td>
<td>(0.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Center Based Care</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.017</td>
<td>0.159</td>
<td>0.017</td>
<td>0.034</td>
<td>0.107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.128)</td>
<td>(0.366)</td>
<td>(0.128)</td>
<td>(0.182)</td>
<td>(0.309)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Care in Someone Else’s Home</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.062</td>
<td>0.054</td>
<td>0.070</td>
<td>0.084</td>
<td>0.079</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.241)</td>
<td>(0.226)</td>
<td>(0.256)</td>
<td>(0.277)</td>
<td>(0.27)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Child Outcomes**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MSD Score</th>
<th>PPVT Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>99.2</td>
<td>91.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(15.5)</td>
<td>(16.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.297</td>
<td>2.756</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1.81)</td>
<td>(1.836)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.852</td>
<td>1.394</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1.252)</td>
<td>(1.401)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.041</td>
<td>4.864</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2.922)</td>
<td>(2.881)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.557</td>
<td>2.621</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1.987)</td>
<td>(1.924)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.720</td>
<td>0.672</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.449)</td>
<td>(0.47)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

— Note: Each row corresponds to a dependent variable and contains the mean and standard deviation (in parentheses) specific to the time, geographic region, and age group as denoted in the column header. The data is split by Quebec and the rest of Canada (Other Prov.) as well as by the pre-policy period, from 1994-97, and the post policy period, from 2002-07. The NLSCY sample weights, designed to accurately reflect the make up of the Canadian population, are applied in these and all calculations throughout the paper.
Table 2: Summary Statistics by Age

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Child and Family Characteristics</th>
<th>Father’s Characteristics</th>
<th>Mother’s Characteristics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Child is Male</td>
<td>Num. of Older</td>
<td>Siblings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.524 (0.50)</td>
<td>0.846 (0.747)</td>
<td>0.040 (0.343)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.514 (0.50)</td>
<td>0.862 (0.708)</td>
<td>0.000 (0.343)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.508 (0.50)</td>
<td>0.804 (0.725)</td>
<td>0.333 (0.348)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.519 (0.50)</td>
<td>0.736 (0.735)</td>
<td>0.000 (0.343)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.514 (0.50)</td>
<td>0.718 (0.735)</td>
<td>0.333 (0.348)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.508 (0.50)</td>
<td>0.768 (0.735)</td>
<td>0.000 (0.343)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

— Note: Each row corresponds to an independent variable and contains the mean and standard deviation (in parentheses) specific to the time, geographic region, and age group as denoted in the column header. The data is split by Quebec and the rest of Canada (Other Prov.) as well as by the pre-policy period, from 1994-97, and the post policy period, from 2002-07. The final column provides the sample size for these measurements.
Figure 1: Trends in Uptake and Development
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Table 3: Estimates of the Causal Effect of Access to Universal Childcare by Child Age

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Child Care and Work Decisions</th>
<th>Age 0 (P-Value)</th>
<th>Age 1 (P-Value)</th>
<th>Age 2 (P-Value)</th>
<th>Age 3 (P-Value)</th>
<th>Age 4 (P-Value)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>In Child Care</td>
<td>0.125</td>
<td>0.224</td>
<td>0.250</td>
<td>0.219</td>
<td>0.178</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.018)**</td>
<td>(0.000)***</td>
<td>(0.000)***</td>
<td>(0.000)***</td>
<td>(0.002)***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Care in Another’s Home</td>
<td>0.021</td>
<td>-0.023</td>
<td>-0.022</td>
<td>-0.018</td>
<td>-0.113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.59)</td>
<td>(0.338)</td>
<td>(0.492)</td>
<td>(0.261)</td>
<td>(0.000)***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Care in Own Home</td>
<td>-0.018</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>-0.026</td>
<td>-0.034</td>
<td>-0.018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.23)</td>
<td>(0.769)</td>
<td>(0.046)**</td>
<td>(0.000)***</td>
<td>(0.472)</td>
<td>(0.000)***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Center Based Care</td>
<td>0.121</td>
<td>0.239</td>
<td>0.298</td>
<td>0.280</td>
<td>0.302</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.000)***</td>
<td>(0.000)***</td>
<td>(0.000)***</td>
<td>(0.000)***</td>
<td>(0.000)***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hours in Care</td>
<td>4.886</td>
<td>7.957</td>
<td>11.974</td>
<td>9.464</td>
<td>9.609</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.004)***</td>
<td>(0.000)***</td>
<td>(0.000)***</td>
<td>(0.000)***</td>
<td>(0.000)***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In full time care - More than 20 hours</td>
<td>0.128</td>
<td>0.211</td>
<td>0.298</td>
<td>0.264</td>
<td>0.235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.001)***</td>
<td>(0.000)***</td>
<td>(0.000)***</td>
<td>(0.000)***</td>
<td>(0.000)***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mother Works</td>
<td>0.089</td>
<td>0.152</td>
<td>0.078</td>
<td>0.140</td>
<td>0.088</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.000)***</td>
<td>(0.000)***</td>
<td>(0.002)***</td>
<td>(0.000)***</td>
<td>(0.015)***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mother Works / Uses Childcare</td>
<td>0.097</td>
<td>0.185</td>
<td>0.180</td>
<td>0.169</td>
<td>0.161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.009)***</td>
<td>(0.000)***</td>
<td>(0.000)***</td>
<td>(0.000)***</td>
<td>(0.001)***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mother Works / Does not use Childcare</td>
<td>-0.013</td>
<td>-0.035</td>
<td>-0.100</td>
<td>-0.033</td>
<td>-0.074</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.654)</td>
<td>(0.052)*</td>
<td>(0.000)***</td>
<td>(0.082)*</td>
<td>(0.000)***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mother does not Work / Uses Childcare</td>
<td>0.028</td>
<td>0.040</td>
<td>0.075</td>
<td>0.051</td>
<td>0.018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.12)</td>
<td>(0.000)***</td>
<td>(0.000)***</td>
<td>(0.000)***</td>
<td>(0.199)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mother does not Work / Does not use Childcare</td>
<td>-0.113</td>
<td>-0.190</td>
<td>-0.155</td>
<td>-0.187</td>
<td>-0.106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.000)***</td>
<td>(0.000)***</td>
<td>(0.000)***</td>
<td>(0.000)***</td>
<td>(0.021)***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Child Development, Behavior, and Health Outcomes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MSD Score</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.044)**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPVT Standardized Score</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.135)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hyperactivity and Inattention Score</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.017)**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emotional Anxiety Score</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.000)***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Aggression Score</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.141)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Separation Anxiety Score</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.027)**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

— Note: For the outcome variable in each row we present the estimates of the policy coefficient δ as specified in Equation (1). We split the sample by age category as denoted in the column header. These regressions also include a set of dummies derived from the covariates listed in Table 1 as well as province and cycle indicators. We test the reported coefficients for statistical difference from zero using a two-tailed test and report adjusted p-values (presented in parentheses) corresponding to the estimate in the row above. These p-values make use of a Simes p-value adjustment procedure to account for testing effects on multiple related outcomes. The standard errors underlying the hypothesis tests are also corrected at the province-year level. ***, ** and * indicate significance at the 1%, 5% and 10% level respectively.
Figure 2: Unweighted Change in Change Results by Age: Motor and Social Development Score
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Figure 3: Weighted Change in Change Results by Age: Motor and Social Development Score
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